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_ THERE BE A COMMUNITY COLLEGE IN THE YEAR 20007

We worry a lot about the community cone e at UCLA. My associates

at the ERW Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges, Florence Bra er and John

Lombardi, and I look at the community college in different ways. John is

a former president of a community college, now retired, and he sees the

college from an administrator's viewpoint. Florence is a psychologist

who sees the ins itution iu terms of its people. My own specialty is

curriculum and instruction I ask the question, "Who's learning whet fr.m

whom? Accordingly we question every issue from different perspectives.

Our interpretations vailr, blend, and integrate. My prognosis for the

community college in the year 2000, then, is an amalgam of all our

perceptions.

A book of essays entItled The Llvasof Ce 1 by Louis Thomas came

out several years ago. Thomas defined three levels of technology in

mcdicine. One he defined as a large body of non-technology which consists

of tiding patients over through diseases that are not under control. Here

the doctor's time is spent just cariag for, or standing by. At the next

level of technology is a half-way point in which the physician maintaLis

control over a disease or merely postpones death. Organ transplants fall

into this category. Management of heart disease is another example.

This level of half-way technology, a sort cf taking care of vroblems,

requires a continued ow:pension of hospital facilities anu of trained

people. We don't know how to prev nt the diseases, but we do know h-



e their effects. The third level of tee nology that Thomas proposes

leads to genuInely declsive action- actions that make a difference. For

example, meet of immunization for preventive medicine is exceedingly

modest in comparison to taking care of the disease after already

progressed.

Education is not medicime there are some parallels. Education,

like medicine, la a technology. It includes a corps of professionals

nistering to clients. Just as physicians argue over what constitutes

the althy" p so , educators question definitions of the "learned"

person. Nearly all professional educators opend their time practicing at

the first and second levels of technology. For example, a very sizeable

effort in education is expended in just nding by, maintaining custody

over the clients. Sometimee It's called babysitting, waiting for the

people to grow up and get out from under your care. Another large effort

to remedy defects occasioned by earlier neglect. Every level of school

is involved in something called remedial learning, attempting to teach

people what they were supposed to have learned at an earlier place. That's

the remedy of defects, like heart disease msntenance. The third level of

technology? In education it is practically non-existent. We are not about

to discover the serum, the immunization, the inoculation against ignorance.

We're not about to discover the philosopher's sto e that can transmute base

ignorance into the gold of kn-vledge. We maintain c stody over, we con-

tinually try to remedy the defects. In the next twenty-five years there

will be nothing :Ake a breakthrough in knowledge, no serum or other trick

for c ating learned people. Practically all the education research and
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development now is Involved with studying and recommending changes in

organizing or maintaining the form of the a h ols. It's research on how

to modify school systems, the hospitals of our profession, not on what it

would take to create a learnei population.

We cam anticipala some changes, not occasioned by educational R & D,

but by social pressures originating outside the schools. For example,

there is a tridirio In the United States that a young person goes to

school in the -acighborhood eleme_ ary school. As he gets older he moves

to larger schals, progressively further away from hone. He goes from

the nei3HDorheod elementary school to the middle school that aggregates

from a fel-: neighborhoods to the secondary school that is yet larger and

takes frca.: a wIder region, and eventually to college that takes him out

of his home city into perhaps another end of the country. Now that

pattern is changing. No longer do we see progressively more distant

schooling. HIgher education for most students is taking place in the

neighborhood. Most community colleges are offering classes in church

basements, st refronts, YMCA's, all types of neighborhood locales. Much

of what Is offered is not like traditional higher education, but it is

based on like certificates and credentials. We may see the patte n

of progressively more distant education turned coMpletely around, a

reversion to the neighborho_d school where a person starts, _ ves to the

middle school and the secondary school, and then moves all the way back

into his own neighborhood for his higher education.

As to the question, "kklw many community colleges ate there going to

be in the year 2000?", the number will change. We anticipate that the



community college will expand within each state until the number includes

a campus within at least commuting distante of nearly everyone, 90-95% of

the people within hat state. Several states have already reached that

level of maturity in community college development: Florida, Washington,

California., Michigan, Illinois, Ohio, New York. It is easy to predict the

number of community collages in all states using th -e "saturated" states

as the model. Figure the number of community colleges they have in propor-

tion to the population of those states, and project it against the area

and population of the United States itself. If the number of colleges

throughout the nation expands to a comparable relationship wIth area and

Population as is now in Washington, Florida, and California, the United

States will top out at 1400 institutions, or about 200 more than now and

certainly fewer than many groups : -e predicting.

That leveling of growth is predicated on two factors. One is that

the number of private colleges will continue to shrink, a likely occur once.

The other is that we stick with today's definition of community college, a

leas likely eventuality. The number of colleges could change drastically

on the upper side if we keep re-defining what the community college is,

using the term community college to suggest a school organized under state

or local control offering the fi __ two years of post- econdary work, plus

technical and occupational programs, plus a variety of short courses,

modular sequences, and special programs designed for special community

__ups. The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges Directory

prior to 1972 was called the Junior_0ollege Directe-:- From 1972 to 1974

It was called the Communit- and Jonior_Colle e Director and beginning last
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year it has been the community, Junior and Tethnil _College RIEffi.LaLt.

If you bring in under the defini ion the technical college, the strictly

occupational traIning center, then 1400 colleges could easily double.

But that's not expansion in type. That's just expansion in definiti

There are already that many more technical in titutes, and with the major

institutional association in America trying to include those other kinds

of institutes under the rubric1 the numbers go all out of shape. But by

using the model of rea/population and the comprehensive community college

that offers pre-baccalaureate, plus technical, 'plus the community

center type of activity, the number 1400 should hold.

We don't anticipate much of a change in organizational forms. The

colleges now fall into four major organizational types: the private,

independent, or church-related college which has been in a no-growth

situation for the pest fifteen years and which now stands at about

130,000 students and dropping. Another type is the two-year branch

campus of the senior institution as found in Kentucky, South Carolina,

and several other stat s. That seems not to be expanding much. A third

type iu the college founded by the 1ocal school district and supported

locally with some assistance from the state. And the fourth tYpe is the

state-level managed college. The local institution founded and organized

by a local governing boa d with some assistance from the state has became

the dominant form. We anticipate that by the year 2000 that form will be

so prominent that the others will be in the position in which private

colleges are now.

ervica
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Institutional governance w1l show same modification by the year 2000.

Local governing boards will probably still Operate much as they do now.

But management is where the daanges will occur. Management in colleges

will probably he even more than it is now a process of accommodation to

contending forces. That is, the last vestiges of paternalism will have

disappeared. There are still those colleges in small towms where the

presiden is the father-figure and everyone shapes up according to his

image. But that will probably be pushed to the side because employee

bargaining units will have moved it out. we anticipate an almost total

disappearance of pate nalism. kTe look for a major rise in the number and

influence of functIonarIes and bureaucrats who will have taken a place

along ide the professional educators because state and federal demands

for data and information to be used in cost accounting are going only

straight up. When you need to supply data from the local institution to

the state and federal agencies that means administrators, that means

bureaucrats, that means functionaries, and any other word you want to

apply to people who are not educators but who are institutional managers.

The colleges will not be managed by amateurs as they are now. A group of

professional managers will have taken their place as A permanent adjunct

to the more archaic titles and roles of teacher, counselor, and dean.

A word about the curriculum and product of the community college. The

colleges have already taken a lead in the transformation of education from

manpower training to lifelong learning. They're in the adult education

business all the way. The median age of the community college student in

America is now 28. That's up from about 23 five years ago. But more
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importantly, in _he next twenty-five years the fiction that education can

mitigate unemployment will have been exposed for what it is. Educator

often talk as though education cont oiled the lob market, claiming that

manpower training programs alleviate unemployment. However, between 1972

and 1974, two million people lost their jobs in this country. Did they

forget how to work? In 1975, one-half million went back to work. Did

they suddenly re-learn their skills? Where is the educational system in

all of this? It plays only a small part; much bigger roles are played by

other characteristics. The state of the economy controls the job mark

not the number of trained pople available for work. This was demonstra

dramatically during World War II. Suddenly, after Pearl Harbor, the United

States was in the war. This nation needed trained workers for airplane

factories, shipyards, and munitions factories. Programs sprang upt four

weeks, six weeks, eight weeks, to i;rain people and put them to work.

When the need is there, when the jobs are there, when the money is there,

the trained people appear like dragon's teeth. Educational institutions

don't create jobs; they respond to the markct.

The community college will continue to attempt to ef ect liaison

h the proprietary schools. As a contemporary example of the trend,

Pasadena City College offers a certificate in cosmetology to people who

have done their training at a beauty school a few blocks a _y. By

arranging a contract between that school and the college, the cost of the

training has been transferred from the individual student to the taxpayerS

of the di trict. The college n turn is giving college certifiCates to,

the graduates. Everything else remains the same The students continue
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to go to school down the street; they continue to lea and do their

cosmetology in the proprietary college. But because of the contractual

arrangement with the district, the taxpayers are now paying for their

training, and the students are g tting coil ge degrees, a neat arrangement

for all concerned. Students benefit, the proprietor benefits, the college

benefits because it raises the total number of enrolled students.

Now you know how the c- Amity colleges recently have had such great

expansion, why their enrollments have gone up so dramatically whereas

enrollments in all of higher education have not moved as much. It's less

an increase in educational services provided than it is a definitional

modification. When the contract between Pasadena City College and Pasadena

Beauty College was arranged, the student enrollment in Pasadena City College

suddenly became 350 students greater. What happened? A stroke of the pen

added that many students to the community college. The educational services

provided to the people in the area changed not at all. Look for a greater

number of these types of contractual arrangements in the coming years. By

the year 2000. I would anticipate that practically all the proprietary

school education in some districts will be taking place under these types of

arrangements.

Higher education has a precedent for that. One hundred years ago,

universities absorbed local a chitectural ateliers and art institutes and

made them part of their professional training p -grams. Now practically all

of the professional training in medicine, business, journalism, art, and

architectu takes place in universities, The community colleges are now

1 0
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in a similar process of absorbing the technological traini g in their

communiti

The college-paraliel programs, the socalled transfer programs that

are like the first two years of college, may well undergo certain modifi-

cations. We anticipate that in order to maintain enrollments, these

programs will re-form .-iround flexible, modular, short, current-interest

courses. Today, for eAample, where the humanities are strong, they are

centered on courses such as Film Appreciation rather than Study of

Literature And here you find the Study of Literature, t's not the

traditional survey course; i 's Science Fiction or Li

It's a special-interest, f quently-1 ss-than-a

non-sequential co rse.

Here's a blurring of nes between educe

ama

ratu e fo Women.

er-long, modular,

on and entertainment.

Think of the college that offers a credit course in a traditional area of

study, humanities, sciences, social sciences, communications, and think

of the other events that take plate on the campus, an art exhibit,

musical recital, lecture :olloqulum, film series. As the courses

get shorter on the one hand and as the college begins offering credit for

attendance at the film series, recjtals concerts, or exhibits on the ,

other, the two come together. One is now called community services

because the film series is open to the public for a nominal charg . The

other is called a - edit course because the _ udeut must cmme in, enroll,

pay his fees, and attend for a prescribed period of time. But as those

courses get shorter and move into associa ion with community entertainment,

the l'nes between the course for credit and the community service,



recreational, or _ cultural actIvity begin to blur. The two come together.

By the year 2000 that process will have become so pronounced Olat it will

be difficult to discern the differenc s between a course and a community/

reereati nal or entertainment activity. Colleges that were offering Music

History and Appreciatio- and getting no takers because it was an eighteen-

week course for credit, are finding people flocking in to a two-week

Intensive module called Twentieth Century Sights and Sounds. What's the

difference between that and music appreciation? Is it labeling? Packag-

ing? Timing?

A current phenomenon that will not expand is that of awarding credit

f experience. At present this is a subterfuge whereby the community

college district obtains reimbursement from its state or district funding

agency by awarding credit for pomething that a person has learned or done

elsewhere. But by doing so, the community college is in effect surrendering

its trump card. Why should someone come to the college at all? Because

the United States is and continues to be a credentialed society. People

need ce tificates, degrees, credits. The community college needs average

daily attendance in order to get its funding; the body of a person desig-

nated as A student because he's registered must be in proximity to the body

of a certificated instructor in order for the in__ _ution to receive its

Money. How far can you go with credit for experience? A person comes to

the college and says, "I've already traveled and I've already learned;

already know all of those things. Here is the evidence that I know it;

give me a certificate. Give me a degree." Suddenly colleges have no basis

for funding. What they have done is to surrender the only thing that they

10
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have to Offer, a ci

credit for experience'

A word about ina

cate.- 14 e looking for dimInution of aw

ust that reason.

tutional management. The biggest problem for

community collegep,inthe next twenty-five years will be the matter of

sorting:out, who's supposed tn4o what,lor whom. At present the public

schools through their adult divisions the univer ities through their

itension centers, :and the community colleges are all offering the same

s to thwmame citents. In many places this Is still gentlemanlyi

-e don't like to talk about it. But a variety of institutions areand

all in competition for th same people and the same pile of money. In

some places the arguments as to which of these institutional enttties is

to offer which types of programs in the same area has become rather

heated. This is and will become even more so a major institutional-level

problem in the coming years. Wbo going to offer what and where? Fund=

ng Is based on people in attendance. Funding runs through institutional-

channels do s not run through educational channels.' The ideatbat

people: will,be awarded dollars as indivitluals to go an&spend at the:c:

institution of their choice, the so=called vouCher plan.-js not going

Agettiff the ground. -came up a few years ago and got shot down.

itutions protecttheir territories.- flaey don't want the mon y

directly to the public to spend where they want.

The community,college has movecl,away from the fiction that it'

governedloy its faculty members-. In theoniversity the belief that the

Ulty are intcharge is ,still prevalent. : We're,slower,tojearn.

muni y colleges increasingly in the next decades.will be managed by

13



non-academic in _tutional gers !.This i not u ce sa ly pe iVe.

people in the e-categ y e bu

enti- ed earlier asneedecrin great number

aternal agencies . :Barthe idea'that the faculty run the

Ltion't mean to these

or functionarythat

-the, data to th

eaucr

0 pr6vide

college is justabbut 7hose,of you who'are working as'faculty members

know what I mean. 'Good, bad, put your,nwn

happening.

The instru tor Who o longer inv lved in governance will b One of

station on it, it-'44

many people performing al

current high school model.

the tasks Other than management That's the

Theinstitution will be managed-by non-aeademic

personnel. .-The instuctor will go in the clasero :shut the door, and do

his thing while all the ma deci ions that affec life are hanpening

outside his cla room.,

A second type of-instructor will be the full-tim highly paid prograM

head or leberatory,manager working h a corps of hourly-rate instructors,

pari- Lprofessionaaides d laboratory technicians. When I say: highly psidi

the person who operates as au indtruetional manager will be earning today'

equivaie t of $35,000 a year, One:highly paid professional person and

twenty or thirty others managing an entire,program.

4 third type will be the 40-hoar-a-week do-itall7yourse instruct

in:a graded occupational cUrriculum such as is now seen in regional or A

voca ional centers. This does not mean that we're expecting to teachteelve

hours and'are fighting to get nine hems. These are 40-hour-a-w elteMployees

They in:and they open up the shop and they stay there all day, And

they're called teachers.
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type of Instructor will be the part-timer who will be employed

:and dismissed in accordance with the demand for his rvices. This is the

person who is,nOW called the part-time faculty member who has no'security

epiployment, no continuing contract, no rights to his position, and is

paid at a rate of somewhere below 40% of the full-time faculty member Par

doing the same amount of classroom teaching. By the year 2000 there will

be districts made up entirely of non-academic tnstitutional managers and

part-time hourly rate instructors. The !-called.full-time faculty memb-

who is on an annual contract, with job security and tenure, will have dis-

appeared from those places. The entire state of Vermont now haa no full-

time continuing contract community college in tr

With that I will stop. I atil sorry I have no inspIrational message

for you, no uplifting upward-and=onward words to offer th- e of you who

have a sincere commitment to the community college. I characterize myself

as a full-time dedicated worrier about the institution with which I am

closely affiliated.
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